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Abstract

While a growing number of contributions rely on the concept of coopetition, they adopt very different, and sometimes contradictory, perspectives. Our article aims to lay a foundation for future research on coopetition by defining what can and cannot be categorized as coopetition. Building on a Lakatosian approach, we identify three assumptions that compose the “hard core” of coopetition as a research program. We argue that coopetition requires (1) simultaneous competition and cooperation; (2) an intense competition between partnering firms in critical markets, and (3) an intense cooperation between competing firms in critical activities or markets. In addition to the hard core, the Lakatosian approach enables us to highlight eight key debates that compose the “protective belt” of coopetition and that are represented as many research avenues. As coopetition becomes a trending research topic, defining its nature to lay its foundation is now more important than ever. This research thus contributes to a clear definition of what coopetition is and what it is not.
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1. Introduction

While research in strategic management has traditionally studied competitive and cooperative relationships separately, often in opposition (Leiblein and Reuer, 2020), interorganizational strategies have evolved over the years, with an increasing tendency for companies to combine competitive and cooperative strategies (Gnyawali and Park, 2009). Previous theories and frameworks have not been fully adapted to understand this growing phenomenon because they were designed to study either cooperative or competitive strategies but not the specificities arising from their simultaneity. Therefore, a different theoretical approach in
strategic management is needed to understand and explain the coopetition phenomenon (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Padula and Dagnino, 2007).

Over the past twenty years, increasing contributions in strategic management have relied on the concept of coopetition to investigate collaborative strategies between competing firms. The concept of coopetition offers a revolutionary view of relationships by studying competition and cooperation simultaneously (Lado et al., 1997; Bengtsson and Kock, 2000). Coopetition offers new insights into strategic management, as it shows how firms can articulate cooperative and competitive behaviors to generate higher performance, leading to new research avenues (Fernandez et al., 2018a). Several attempts have been made to summarize and structure this debate with the publication of either literature reviews (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Bengtsson and Raza-Ullah, 2016; Bouncken et al., 2015; Dagnino and Minà, in press; Devece et al., 2019; Dorn et al., 2016; Della Corte, 2018; Köseoğlu et al., 2019; Shvindina, 2019; Gernsheimer et al., 2021;) or books dedicated to coopetition (Dagnino and Rocco, 2009; Yami et al., 2010; Fernandez et al., 2018a).

While these efforts have made important contributions to structuring the existing works, they have also highlighted the diverse, and sometimes contradictory, conceptualizations or perspectives on coopetition. For instance, while the vast majority of research articles examine coopetition at the interorganizational level (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Gnyawali and Park, 2011; Padula and Dagnino, 2007; Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013), others have considered coopetition at the intraorganizational or interpersonal level, generating new challenges for researchers (Bouncken et al., 2018b; Chiambaretto et al., 2019). Moreover, coopetition was recently investigated in situations in which cooperative and competitive behaviors were not perfectly simultaneous (Hoffmann et al., 2018) or in cases of alliances between firms that did not compete for the same customers (Lacoste, 2012).
Consequently, these recent literature reviews identify the need for a clearer conceptualization of coopetition, and they underline the importance of sharing a common definition to be able to develop future research on the topic (Bengtsson and Kock, 2014; Bengtsson et al., 2016; Bouncken et al., 2015; Devece et al., 2019; Dorn et al., 2016; Della Corte, 2018; Köseoğlu et al., 2019; Shvindina, 2019; Gernsheimer et al., 2021). Therefore, in line with their call for setting a common definition, this paper aims to define the scope of what coopetition is and what it is not.

To do so, we build upon Lakatos’s (1969) perspective, which uses the concept of a research program to characterize the bases and evolution of a concept over time. The Lakatosian approach is relevant, as it provides an intermediary stance compared to Popper’s falsificationism (which leads to the abandonment of a theory when it is empirically challenged) and Kuhn’s paradigmatic approach (with models or theories that remain in use despite being empirically challenged). Indeed, according to Lakatos, a research program is defined by a “hard core”, that is, a set of assumptions that are central and cannot be negated, and a “protective belt” that describes the debates surrounding a concept. This analysis of research programs thus allows us to combine Popper’s adherence to empirical validity with Kuhn's appreciation for conventional consistency. The Lakatosian perspective has been used extensively to analyze various research programs (Kilduff et al., 2006; Veciana, 2007; Lecocq et al., 2010; Gold, 2014) but not the ever-growing literature on coopetition.

Using the Lakatosian approach, we identify three assumptions that compose the hard core of coopetition as a research program. The first one is that coopetition requires competition and cooperation to be simultaneous. The second one argues that coopetition requires intense competition in critical markets between partnering firms. Symmetrically, the third assumption states that coopetition requires intense cooperation in critical markets or activities between competing firms.
In addition to the hard core, the Lakatosian approach enables us to define the eight key debates grouped into three themes that compose the protective belt of coopetition. The first theme addresses the boundaries of coopetition (Is cooperating with potential competitors a coopetition situation? Can coopetition be extended to vertical relationships? Can coopetition be extended to situations in which actors compete for something other than customers?). The second theme questions its outcomes (Is coopetition truly beneficial and for whom? Is coopetition always the most relevant strategy for firms? How can coopetition be managed to reach higher performance levels?). The last theme investigates its societal impact (Is coopetition evolving to become a dominant strategy for industries and firms? Should students and executives be trained for coopetition? If so, how?).

Clarifying the hard core and the protective belt of coopetition as a research program is necessary to advance knowledge about coopetition in strategic management. Indeed, describing a relationship as competitive, cooperative, or coopetitive has different implications. By using the concept of coopetition to study interorganizational relationships, scholars are using specific lenses to focus on some aspects, benefits and risks of the relationship. To be understood but also to hold discussions and to advance the knowledge about a concept, it is important to share a common sense, to have common references and to agree on the meaning of the concept. Therefore, in management science, concept definition is an important first step before moving toward theorization. In defining what coopetition is and what it is not, we hope to avoid the risk of coopetition becoming a “zombie concept” (Hyrynsalmi and Hyrynslami, 2019), that is, characterized by an unclear nature and content.

2. **Analyzing coopetition as a research program: A Lakatosian perspective**

This research article intends to identify a set of criteria that allow researchers to determine whether a case can be characterized as coopetitive. To do so, we build upon Lakatos’s (1969)
approach, which aims to characterize research programs. Several previous contributions to
management have used a Lakatosian perspective to analyze various concepts or disciplines
through the lens of research programs, e.g., social networks (Kilduff et al., 2006),
entrepreneurship (Veciana, 2007), business models (Lecocq et al., 2010), and supply chain
management (Gold, 2014). We believe that the Lakatosian approach might be particularly
relevant for investigating coopetition for three reasons.

First, Lakatos’s conceptualization of science is an attempt to resolve the apparent
contradiction between two pre-existing approaches to science: the Popperian view based on
falsificationism, which states that a theory should be abandoned when any evidence appears
to challenge it, and Kuhn's analysis of scientific activity in which science is constructed with
paradigms that remain popular despite observed anomalies. Lakatos's approach aims to
combine Popper's adherence to empirical validity with Kuhn's appreciation for conventional
consistency. Regarding coopetition, while the first scientific contributions mainly consisted of
qualitative research to apprehend its empirical manifestation, one could have categorized
coopetition research as the elaboration of a “new paradigm” (Bengtsson et al., 2010),
following Kuhn’s approach, to find the “shared theoretical beliefs, values, instruments and
techniques, and even metaphysics” (Bird, 2013) associated with coopetition. Nevertheless, as
the coopetition field has grown, more diverse and rigorous methods have been implemented
to challenge the relevance or universality of the previous assumptions, following a Popperian
approach (Gnyawali and Song, 2016). However, despite increasingly contradictory results
(Fernandez et al., 2018a), the concept of coopetition continues to attract new researchers and
to generate a growing number of publications, so the Lakatosian approach is particularly
relevant to investigating the core concept of coopetition and its boundaries.

Second, Lakatos (1969) analyzes the evolution of science through the concept of a
research program. A research program is not an isolated theory but a sequence of theories that
share the same hard core, i.e., key assumptions concerning an object (Musgrave and Pigden, 2016). As explained by Lecocq et al. (2010, p. 215), “Within this program, some theories will be eliminated over time while others will become more empirically grounded, i.e., explain more empirical facts. The core is not falsifiable and is protected by a belt made up of auxiliary hypotheses which are falsifiable and are adjusted to suit the problems which are encountered and eventually solved or to suit the results of empirical investigations (Lakatos’s experimentation phase)”. Thus, the hard core and the protective belt combine in a program that evolves over time, despite potential contradictions. This approach is particularly relevant to the concept of coopetition because it forces us to clearly define its hard core (the fundamental assumptions and key characteristics that cannot be questioned) and its protective belt. These distinctions are an essential definitional step to ensure that the coopetition literature evolves on solid bases (Kilduff et al., 2006).

Finally, Lakatos considers science to be an ongoing competition among different research programs (Carrier, 2002). The competition works to generate scientific revolution in the field when a program has a higher predictive capacity or replaces another program. This approach is particularly interesting for coopetition, because it reveals how the concept can differentiate itself from other theories, concepts and approaches (such as alliances or competitive dynamics). It is thus crucial for us to clearly define not only the hard core of coopetition but also the boundaries that differentiate it from other competing research programs.

3. Defining the hard core of coopetition as a research program

Building upon Lakatos’s (1969) approach, we define the hard core of the research program dedicated to coopetition strategies. Lakatos defines the hard core as a set of assumptions that theoretically characterize a pure case of a given phenomenon. Establishing the hard core of
coopetition entails identifying the assumptions that theoretically define its purest manifestation. As such, some empirical cases may perfectly fit this pure manifestation, while others may differ in some aspects. We thus build on the existing coopetition literature to identify the three main premises that theoretically define the hard core of coopetition.

3.1. Assumption #1: Coopetition requires that cooperation and competition occur simultaneously.

Our first assumption highlights the importance of simultaneity in the timing of cooperative and competitive behaviors in coopetition. Firms that simultaneously cooperate and compete with each other face specific challenges that differ from those arising when they compete and cooperate alternatively.

Firms rely on coopetition strategies to take advantage of the benefits of both cooperation and competition (Bengtsson et al., 2016; Fernandez et al., 2018a). The collaborative dimension allows firms to access key resources or technologies to launch new products or entry into new markets, while the competitive dimension of coopetitive agreements is essential to avoid complacency and maintain creative tension between organizations (Raza-Ullah et al., 2014). Thus, coopetition strategies can produce higher benefits than purely competitive or collaborative strategies such as strategic alliances between noncompetitors (Lado et al., 1997; Peng et al., 2012; Ritala, 2009).

However, this improved performance does not result simply from the combination of competition and cooperation; it is derived from their simultaneity. Some works contain ambiguity in their reliance on the concept of coopetition to describe situations in which firms alternate between phases of cooperation and competition (Ansari et al., 2016; Hoffmann et al., 2018). For instance, Hoffmann et al. (2018) describe how firms may adopt “sequential coopetition”, in which firms may compete during some periods and cooperate during others.
These contributions are usually in line with works in industrial organizations that can be characterized as “sequential games”. Such models assume a sequential ordering of cooperation and competition: either an initial cooperative stage is followed by a competition stage (e.g., d’Aspremont and Jacquemin, 1988; Kamien and Zang, 2000, Grünfeld, 2003) or vice versa (Brandenburger and Stuart, 2007; Gans and Ryall, 2017; MacDonald and Ryall, 2004; Panico, 2017). However, by separating coopetition into two distinct stages, the trade-off is removed between competitive and cooperative behaviors associated with coopetition. These alternate sequences may generate specific dynamics in which competition may foster future cooperation (and vice versa), but the benefits and risks associated with these relationships are very different from those associated with coopetition (Dussauge et al., 2000; Jeunemaître et al., 2018).

In contrast, we argue that, for coopetition to occur, cooperation and competition should be operative at the same time. Following Chiambaretto et al. (2020b), we state that simultaneity can be understood in two main ways. First, it can be understood as the fact that two firms cooperate in some markets/projects while remaining competitors in other markets/projects. For instance, Le Roy and Fernandez (2015) emphasize how Airbus Group and Thales fully cooperated on a satellite program (Yahsat) while continuing to compete for other satellite markets. In this situation, each coopetitor makes continuous trade-offs between cooperative and competing activity.

Second, simultaneity can be understood as a situation in which two firms cooperate on a joint product while developing unique knowledge, features or competencies that will be used to improve the joint product so they will have a larger market share than their coopetitor. For example, Gnyawali and Park (2011) explain how Sony and Samsung allocated teams to develop, in cooperation, a new liquid crystal display (LCD) technology for televisions while having, in parallel, other teams that worked on specific features that would allow Sony to
develop a better final LCD product than Samsung. As highlighted by Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen (2018), in this configuration, even if the phases of cooperation and competition may initially seem asynchronous, the firms continuously make trade-offs on the amount of resources allocated to the teams dedicated to the cooperative and the competitive activities. Because partnering firms know they will soon compete, this “shadow of the future” forces them to anticipate appropriability issues and thus to behave as if cooperation and competition are simultaneous (Ritala and Tidström, 2014). Similarly, when firms frequently alternate phases of cooperation and competition, their moves in these regards tend to become intertwined, generating patterns that can be interpreted as a semblance of simultaneity.

According to our view, the simultaneity of cooperative and competitive behaviors is a key differentiating feature of coopetition, as it generates specific benefits and risks. In line with Lado et al. (1997) or Bengtsson and Kock (2000), we argue that simultaneity forces firms to outperform their coopetitors and to avoid being outperformed by their coopetitors. Simultaneity thus becomes a driver of the superior performance of coopetition.

The possibility of outperforming the coopetitor or being outperformed by the coopetitor comes from the paradoxical nature of coopetition. Indeed, the coopetitor is perceived simultaneously as a partner, providing benefits on the value creation side, and as a competitor, generating threats on the value appropriation side. Without the joint occurrence of these two behaviors and the benefits stemming from cooperation (mutuality and joint resource commitments) and competition (rivalrous spirit), coopetition could not provide higher benefits than competition or cooperation alone (Gnyawali and Ryan Charleton, 2018). The threat represented by potential competition forces a given coopetitor not only to create joint value but also to combine this joint value with its own resources more efficiently than the other coopetitor does (Fernandez et al., 2018b). Without simultaneous competition and
cooperation, the partnering firms would have less incentive to improve the joint product, would continue to develop their own products, and would overcome their partners.

Finally, the simultaneity of cooperation and competition creates high uncertainty in coopetition outcomes. Pure competition generates a win-lose outcome. Pure cooperation leads to a win-win outcome. However, the potential outcomes of coopetition are uncertain, as they depend on many factors, such as the coopetitors’ strategic intent or involvement. Coopetition could lead to a win-win outcome in which the gains are symmetric or to a win-lose outcome in which one coopetitor captures more than the other (Dagnino and Minà, 2018; Minà et al., 2020). The risk of losing in coopetition is always present and cannot be reduced to zero. Coopetition is by nature a double-edged sword (Bouncken and Kraus, 2013), as it creates new opportunities for value creation while generating specific risks (Le Roy and Czakon, 2016).

3.2. Assumption #2: Coopetition requires intense competition in critical markets between partnering firms.

Our second assumption states that coopetition requires partnering firms to compete intensively in critical markets or activities. Coopetition is based on the idea that partners face a specific challenge: collaborating while acting as competitors. Without competition, the phenomenon could be assimilated as pure cooperation and would not require a specific theoretical lens for investigation. The presence of intense competition in critical markets between two partners generates specific challenges for them and thus a need for dedicated academic research.

The word competition is derived etymologically from *cum* (with) and *petere* (to attack, to target, or to pursue), so competition literally means pursuing a common objective against someone else. Applied to business, competition means a horizontal relationship in which economic actors struggle by targeting the same customers. It occurs when at least two
companies want to sell their products to the same customers. Thus, business competition is an indirect relationship between companies that are trying to establish a direct relationship with the same customers (Samuelson and Nordhaus, 2009).

Companies are often defined as competitors simply because they operate in the same industry. However, this fact does not always mean the companies are competitors. As markets become increasingly segmented, each segment is characterized by a set of customers with specific needs that are addressed by particular firms. For instance, in the video game industry, editors publishing sports or car video games do not target the same customers. While they operate in the same industry, these editors coexist much more than they compete, as they operate in different markets with different customers (Klimas and Czakon, 2018). Accordingly, the presence of two firms in the same industry does not mean that they are competitors. To be competitors, they need to act in the same market and target the same customers.

In parallel, competition can present different intensities (Chiambaretto et al., 2016, 2020a) and can occur in markets that are more or less critical for firms. For instance, the degree of competition may vary from “live and let live competition” (Porter, 1980) to “hypercompetition” (D’Aveni, 1995). Therefore, we argue that in a coopetitive relationship, when the competition in critical markets between the partnering firms is more intense, the situation better fits the requirements of coopetition as defined in the hard core. This assumption leads us to a major issue: characterizing and measuring both the criticality and the intensity of competition.

According to Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) or Baumard (2010), criticality can be defined as the extent to which an element is essential to the success of a project or an organization. Applied to markets, a market can be considered critical for a firm if it represents a significant share of its revenues or profits. Thus, if the firm loses revenues on this market,
the entire firm’s future is threatened. Consequently, the positive stimulus generated by the competition between the two firms is more important if the firms compete on markets that are critical to them because their survival is at stake. The necessity to outperform the coopetitor is even more important when the markets on which the coopetitors meet are essential for the firms’ current and future development. In contrast, if the markets in which firms compete are not critical for their survival, the stimulus stemming from the competition remains low, as the stakes remain quite limited. Thus, in a coopetitive relationship, competition must take place in critical markets to fit the requirements of coopetition as defined in the hard core.

In parallel, various approaches have been used to define and assess the intensity of competition between firms. First, a structural view of competition has been suggested by industrial organizations, using factors such as the number of competitors, the importance of fixed costs, and brand power (Porter, 1980) or the concentration ratio (Cool et al., 1989; Weitz, 1985). Focusing on the intensity of the competition between two firms, some authors argue that two companies are considered competitors if they operate in the same industry (Mason, 1957) or have a strong market overlap (Chen, 1996; Yan et al., 2020). For instance, when two firms have more Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes in common, the competition between them should be more intense (Wang and Zajac, 2007; Park et al., 2014a). Similarly, if two firms are referenced in the same brand categories (by industry and subindustry type) in the Nice World Intellectual Property Organization database, they target the same customers and are thus competitors (Mendonça et al., 2004; Chiambaretto et al., 2016). Competition also has a geographical nature. Operating in the same industry but not in the same geographical zone leads to a lower competition intensity than when the competition occurs in the same region or country (Klimas, 2014). Another structural way to measure competition is based on demand characteristics. According to this marketing view, competition is close to substitutability (Day et al., 1979). Competition should thus be
measured using interbrand transfer, cross elasticity, revealed preferences, etc. (Lehmann, 1972; Rao and Sabavala, 1981), and substitutability should be measured in terms of perceived similarities using substitutability, judgments, etc. (Day et al., 1979; Urban et al., 1984).

The structural approach has been criticized in strategic management considering that business competition is a behavioral phenomenon characterized as a set of competitive actions and reactions between rivals (Chen and Miller, 2012). In this view, competitive intensity can be apprehended through competitive aggressiveness—depending on the frequency, speed, diversity, etc.—of competitive actions and reactions (Ferrier, 2001). When the frequency, speed and diversity of competitive actions and reactions are higher, so is competitive aggressiveness (D’Aveni et al., 2010; Andrevski et al., 2016; Sanou et al., 2016). The behavioral approach can also be understood through the mental classification firms make when they try to categorize a firm as a competitor or noncompetitor (Cattani et al., 2017). Recent research by Mitsuhashi and Alcantara (2021) shows how researchers can use Form 10-k, on which listed firms are asked to list their rivals. Regardless of the indicators used to measure the competitive intensity, we assume that in a coopetitive relationship, the competitive intensity, while it might vary, must remain high, on average, throughout the duration of the relationship.

We thus conclude that one element of the hard core is that a relationship is coopetitive when the competition in critical markets between the partnering firms is intense.

3.3. Assumption #3: Coopetition requires intense cooperation in critical markets or activities between competing firms.

Our third assumption states that for coopetition to occur, competing firms must cooperate intensively in markets or activities that are critical to them. Without cooperation, the phenomenon could be assimilated into pure competition and would not require a specific
theoretical approach. In contrast, the presence of intense cooperation in critical markets or activities between the two competitors generates specific challenges for them and thus a specific need for dedicated academic research.

The word cooperation derives etymologically from *cum* (together) and *operare* (acting) and means acting or working together (Easley and Kleinberg, 2010). Organizations are not *de facto* in cooperative relationships; they must build cooperation by developing economic and social ties (Holländer, 1990; Axelrod, 1997). Contrary to competition, cooperation involves a direct relationship. Cooperation leads to not only economic but also social relationships, so it is not anonymous (Granovetter, 1973).

Several studies have explained that competitors could decide to collaborate for many reasons: to foster innovation (Bouncken and Kraus, 2013), to benefit from economies of scale (Dussauge et al., 2000), to improve resource utilization (Chiambaretto and Fernandez, 2016), to develop new standards (Gnyawali and Park, 2011), to share risks (Fernandez et al., 2018b), or to reduce the time to market (Nemeh, 2018). From a resource-based view, the benefits of coopetition result from the combination of heterogeneous resources that are not only complementary but also compatible (Gnyawali and Park, 2009; Mitsuhashi and Greve, 2009). Competitors act as unique partners, as their resources are complementary, but they also tend to be more similar (Chen, 1996) and thus more compatible, which increases potential value creation (Ritala, 2012; Chiambaretto et al., 2020b). In coopetition, firms can access a wide portfolio of complementary knowledge that can easily be combined with the firm’s current knowledge to develop new capabilities (Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2009).

We argue that coopetition requires intense cooperation on critical activities or markets between competing organizations. Indeed, Castañer and Oliveira (2020) have highlighted the different meanings of the terms collaboration, coordination and cooperation that are used to characterize interorganizational relationships and that present different levels of intensity. For
instance, a simple licensing agreement between companies can imply coordination but not necessarily cooperation (Le Roy and Chesbrough, 2018; Castañer and Oliveira, 2020). If only a limited number of resources, assets or knowledge are shared, the relationship should not be considered cooperative (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Bengtsson et al., 2016).

This view requires a consideration of how to characterize and measure the intensity of cooperation. Considerable attention has been given to the measurement of competition, but less attention has been given to the measurement of cooperation. Many contributions (especially those using pre-existing databases such as the CIS—Community Innovation Survey) measure cooperation as a dummy variable that takes a value of 1 when two firms acknowledge that they cooperate (Belderbos et al., 2004; Santamaria and Surroca, 2011). Accordingly, they note only the presence or absence of cooperation, but they do not assess its intensity. Other contributions have attempted to show that not all forms of cooperation have the same intensity. Yoshino and Rangan (1995) offer an interesting typology in which they differentiate limited partnerships (that involve a limited degree of cooperation) from strategic alliances (that require a strong degree of cooperation). Social networks are also an interesting approach to address the question of the intensity of cooperation. Edges between nodes can take different values according to the intensity of cooperation. For instance, Granovetter’s (1973) seminal contribution distinguishes between weak and strong ties to account for different intensities of cooperation (based on the frequency and extent of the exchange of information or economic flows).

Beyond the intensity of cooperation, it is important to analyze its scope to assess whether competitors cooperate on critical activities and/or in key markets. The criticality of cooperation is, in our view, a defining element of the pure form of coopetition. Indeed, a growing number of coopetition contributions study cases in which competing firms cooperate on activities that are not central or critical to the firms’ development (Stadtler and Van
Wassenhove, 2016; Wang and Krakover, 2008). If the resources shared with a coopetitor are central to the focal firm’s survival, the benefits and risks associated with cooperation will be much more important (Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016; Peng et al., 2018). For instance, cooperating on information technology (IT) activities is less central for two competitors in the food industry than it is for two competitors in the IT industry (Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016; Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013).

We thus conclude that in a coopetitive relationship, when the cooperation in critical markets or activities between the competing firms is more intense, the situation better fits the requirements of coopetition as defined in the hard core.

In summary, defining the hard core of coopetition as a research program allowed us to identify the three key features characterizing the pure theoretical forms of coopetition: (1) simultaneous competition and cooperation between firms; (2) an intense competition in critical markets, and (3) an intense cooperation in critical activities or markets. If researchers can agree on these assumptions, many debates and research avenues remain regarding coopetition. These debates or questionings are part of what Lakatos calls the protective belt.

4. Setting the boundaries and identifying the protective belt for future research on coopetition

Beyond the hard core, several key debates animate the community of coopetition scholars. These discussions comprise what Lakatos calls the protective belt of a research program. We structure these debates around three themes, with different questions populating each theme.

4.1. Theme #1: Key debates regarding the boundaries of coopetition
4.1.1. Is cooperating with potential competitors a coopetition situation?

In some previous studies, scholars considered that firms could become competitors in the future, so it was relevant to study their relationships from a coopetition perspective (Rodrigues et al., 2011; Ansari et al., 2016; Rayna and Striukova, 2016); however, this view can be questioned. Cooperating with a firm that could become a competitor is an interesting phenomenon that raises multiple challenges, but we question whether this situation can be assimilated within the concept of coopetition. From our perspective, using coopetition to address relationships between potential competitors generates several issues.

One set of issues originates from the question of how to define a potential competitor. The lack of a clear definition leads to a vague approach that tends to consider any firm or partner as a potential competitor. When does a partner become a competitor? Should we look at the situation a few months or a few years after the end of the cooperation? In that case, no one would have categorized Amazon as a potential competitor of Airbus or Boeing even 10 years ago, while now it is a serious challenger with its rocket Blue Origin (Weinzierl, 2018). Furthermore, if a firm becomes an actual competitor after 5 or 10 years, can we say it is because of the resources, technologies, and know-how shared through the cooperation or is it completely independent? Going further, one could question whether potential competitors must be declared as such (i.e., a firm from industry A declares it will soon enter industry B) or if it depends on the interpretation of the researcher (whose perspective might be completely different from that of the firms or consumers).

Second, following this approach, some studies may risk misusing the concept of coopetition to investigate any type of cooperation, even that between noncompeting firms (Rodrigues et al., 2011; Rayna and Striukova, 2016; Bacon et al., in press). Such studies justify this choice by stating that cooperation between noncompeting firms could transform them into competitors, as they can learn from their partners to acquire and develop resources.
that could ultimately be used to compete with each other. Because of this potential risk of competition at the end of the relationship, these researchers characterize the situation as coopetitive. However, not all alliances lead to market overlap and competition between partners. Some partnerships between initial noncompetitors may lead to the creation of new competitors, while others do not. For example, the company Gore-Tex developed a patented fabric that has become a quality label for North Face, Lafuma, Millet, etc. Following these agreements, Gore-Tex recently launched its own brand of clothes, Gore-Wear (using its patented fabric), thus creating competition with its current clients’ brands. Thus, the concept of potential coopetition could have been relevant to study the relationships between Gore-Tex and these partners. However, when working with other partners (mostly for shoes), Gore-Tex decided not to enter this market and remained a supplier so these relationships could not be qualified as potential coopetition. It is thus very hard to analyze ex ante whether a relationship can be categorized as a case of potential coopetition.

Third, we underline that cooperation with current and potential competitors generates very different risks. When cooperating with potential competitors, the partnering companies know that they are not competing for the same customers, so the risks of opportunism and the resulting tensions are lower than they are in actual coopetition. In coopetitive relationships, firms are focused on short-term risks and continuously make trade-offs between benefits and risks with various time horizons (Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016; Chiambaretto et al., 2019). In contrast, in potential coopetitive relationships, short-term risks are significantly reduced, but potential long-term risks are increased, so the emphasis on the benefits is much higher (Fernandez et al., 2018b). Consequently, coopetition and potential coopetition should be analyzed as different phenomena.

4.1.2. Can coopetition be extended to vertical relationships?
In some previous studies, scholars have used the phrase “vertical coopetition” to investigate relationships between customers and suppliers, as the scholars have assumed that the relationships are both competitive and collaborative (Lacoste, 2012; Lechner et al., 2016). We analyze the implications of such a broad approach.

Contrary to traditional coopetition, companies in vertical relationships do not fight for the same customers but are in conflict for margins from a classical bargaining power perspective. Their relations are defined by conflict, not competition. The word conflict is etymologically derived from con (together) and fligere (to strike) and differs from competition. Conflicting organizations might have opposite interests without addressing the same customers (Vasudeva et al., 2020). From this perspective, vertical relationships between customers and suppliers do not combine cooperation and competition but rather cooperation and conflict. This phenomenon is well known in the marketing literature as “conflict in the distribution channel” (Brown and Day, 1981; Dant and Schul, 1992).

In contrast, we wonder if the use of vertical coopetition should not be restricted to the study of companies that cooperate vertically on adjacent segments of the value chain while competing for the same final customers (Chiambaretto and Dumez, 2016; Fernandez et al., 2018b; Robert et al., 2018). This situation is becoming increasingly common. For instance, in the enterprise resource planning (ERP) industry, Microsoft provides an operating system to SAP for its ERP, while Microsoft and SAP simultaneously compete to sell their own ERP to the same customers (Pellegrin-Boucher et al., 2013). Microsoft and SAP cooperate both vertically and compete horizontally since they target the same customers. From this perspective, we suggest restricting vertical coopetition to relationships in which two companies are vertically the buyer and the supplier, simultaneously competing for the same customers.
4.1.3. Can coopetition be extended to situations in which actors compete for something other than customers?

Some scholars have used the term coopetition to investigate relationships between actors (organizations, business units, individuals, etc.) that compete for resources instead of customers (Tsai, 2002; Dahl, 2014; Hu and Zheng, 2014; Strese et al., 2016; Bouncken et al., 2018b). The implications of such a broad view raise several questions.

As coopetition has attracted more scholars and research, different approaches toward it have emerged based on different conceptualizations of competition (Dagnino and Minà, 2018). These different conceptualizations build on the idea that competition takes place not only for customers but also for resources, power, positions, etc. For instance, one of the most cited articles on coopetition, published by Tsai (2002), investigates a case in which business units do not compete for customers but for internal resources. Similarly, Gotsopoulos (2018) uses coopetition to investigate group dynamics with individuals who compete for resources and budgets.

This broad view of competition allows researchers to investigate different phenomena through the lens of coopetition. Nevertheless, adopting this very broad approach questions the very existence of coopetition. All organizations or individuals compete for resources and develop cooperative strategies to cope with such competitive environments (Axelrod, 1984). Accordingly, all organizations, by nature, rely on internal coopetition. Following this reasoning, if all organizations or individuals engage in coopetition strategies, coopetition becomes an empty strategy or a strategy without any specificity. To avoid this situation, considering the hard core we defined earlier, one must carefully check that the partnering actors (firms, business units, and individuals) compete for the same customers.

Considering this very broad potential scope of coopetition, we might wonder whether it is possible to design a coopetition theory that is relevant for each situation in which
economic actors are simultaneously involved in cooperative and competitive relationships. To date, various levels of analysis, from ecosystems to intrafirm relationships, have been studied, building upon specific theories and frameworks. Therefore, a challenge for future research could be to investigate the potential existence of a homogeneous coopetition theory that could be used for all levels of analysis. In the absence of such a homogeneous theory, using the same concept of coopetition to investigate different phenomena that are not ruled by the same mechanisms could lead to misleading predictions, generating issues for future knowledge accumulation.

4.2. Theme #2: Key debates regarding the outcomes of coopetition

4.2.1. Is coopetition truly beneficial and for whom?

From a theoretical standpoint, coopetition should be a highly performing strategy because it creates a virtuous circle in which firms not only access key resources or technologies to launch new products or enter new markets but also avoid complacency and maintain creative tension, as partnering firms are competitors (Quintana-García and Benavides-Velasco, 2004; Ritala, 2009; Raza-Ullah et al., 2014).

Despite these clear theoretical predictions, the empirical findings are contradictory. Although several empirical contributions find a positive impact of coopetition on innovation (Bouncken and Kraus, 2013), market (Robert et al., 2018) or stock-market performance (Wu et al., 2015), some recent reviews have underlined that coopetition has a mixed impact in terms of performance, either from an innovation (Gast et al., 2018) or a market performance perspective (Ritala, 2018). One possible explanation for these mixed results could be the moderating factors. For instance, the literature regarding the impact of coopetition on innovation performance has highlighted contingency factors, such as market uncertainty and network externalities (Ritala, 2012), the type of innovation (Bouncken and Kraus, 2013;
Bouncken et al., 2018a), the absorptive capacity and appropriability regime (Ritala and Hurmelinna-Laukkanen, 2013), geographical distance (Le Roy et al., 2016), and the portfolio composition (Park et al., 2014b).

Beyond the question of whether coopetition generates superior performance is the more fundamental question of the coopetition strategies’ potential losers and winners. For instance, if one firm learns much more from its partner than the other firm does, a win-lose situation could arise (Hamel, 1991; Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016). However, it is also important to address the question of the benefits of coopetitive strategies beyond the two coopetitors and to investigate their impacts on various stakeholders (Volschenk, 2018).

Among these stakeholders, customers play a key role in future investigations. Competition authorities authorize alliances between competing firms (i.e., coopetition) only if the benefits stemming from the cooperation are shared with the customers (even for R&D agreements). However, research investigating the impact of coopetition strategies on customers (and thus on their welfare) is lacking. For instance, Robert et al. (2018) show that coopetition strategies allow real estate agencies to sell apartments at a higher price, which is beneficial for these agencies (and for the seller) but not for their customers. Simultaneously, these coopetitive strategies reduce the time on the market and offer more choices to buyers (allowing them access to more potential apartments). For the customer, a trade-off exists between the price increase and access to a more diversified offer. In summary, the impact of coopetition on customers remains unclear and should be considered in future research.

Finally, any consideration of stakeholders must go beyond the traditional market, innovation or financial measures of performance to investigate the environmental implications of such strategies. Volschenk et al. (2016) and Volschenk (2018) are among the first to investigate the socioenvironmental impacts of coopetition strategies. By allowing competitors to share supply chains, to minimize unused resources in factories, to work together to reduce
their environmental impact (through recycling programs) and to reduce R&D costs, coopetition strategies generate important environmental and ecological benefits. In that vein, Christ et al. (2017) argue that coopetition strategies could play an increasing role in the future development of corporate social responsibility in the wine industry. Nevertheless, despite this intriguing finding, we lack empirical proof of its ecological impact. More recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has also revealed how coopetition strategies could be implemented between competing firms to accelerate their functioning and increase their agility in a context of high uncertainty. Crick and Crick (2020) underlined how competing retailers have shared information about stock levels to avoid shortages, while pharmaceutical organizations have worked together to accelerate the development of a vaccine, revealing the usefulness of coopetition strategies to achieve societal benefits.

4.2.2. Is coopetition always the most relevant strategy for firms?

Many empirical contributions aim to show that coopetition provides superior performance compared to other relational modes such as competition or cooperation (see Gast et al. (2018) or Ritala (2018) for recent reviews). At the same time, these empirical contributions reveal that, contrary to what was predicted by theoretical contributions, coopetition is not always the best solution for firms.

To date, most contributions have focused on specific coopetitive agreements separately (Fernandez et al., 2018a). However, almost all firms have more than one agreement (coopetitive or not); these agreements constitute coopetitive portfolios, that is, portfolios that include alliances with competitors (Chiambaretto and Fernandez, 2018). Only a limited number of contributions investigate coopetition at the portfolio level (Wu et al., 2010; Wassmer and Dussauge, 2012; Park et al., 2014b; Chiambaretto and Fernandez, 2016; Robert et al., 2018). Interestingly, these studies show that coopetition is not the universal solution to
firms’ problems and that it should be used parsimoniously. For instance, Park et al. (2014b) highlight the existence of a bell-shaped relationship between the two variables, suggesting an optimal use of coopetition strategies. If firms do not rely enough on coopetition, they underperform; however, if they rely too much on coopetition, their performance is lower because coopetition is used in irrelevant situations. These references show that firms must proactively manage their coopetitive portfolio by adapting its configuration to the firm’s and the environment’s needs (Chiambaretto and Fernandez, 2018). Similarly, a recent study by Fernandez and colleagues (2021) investigated the circumstances under which it is more relevant for a firm to rely on internal development (make) or coopetition (coopete). Their contribution underlines that firms need to combine both make and coopete strategies at the corporate level to balance the short-and long-term benefits provided by each option.

Beyond the question of the circumstances under which coopetition is a relevant strategy is whether coopetition is always beneficial regardless of the firm or industry type. Indeed, most contributions have investigated large firms or high-tech industries (Gnyawali and Park, 2011; Estrada et al., 2016; Ritala et al., 2016). Regarding the firm type, many micro- and small firms extensively rely on coopetition strategies (Morris et al., 2007; Robert et al., 2009; Czakon and Czernek, 2016; Granata et al., 2018; Bagherzadeh et al., in press). Recent contributions have highlighted the specifics of coopetition strategies when adopted by small firms and show how the benefits and risks faced by small firms differ from those faced by large firms (Hora et al., 2018; Chiambaretto et al., 2020a). Considering the industry type, coopetition is increasingly used in so-called low-tech industries such as creative (Mariani, 2007; Pellegrin-Boucher and Roy, 2019), tourism (Kylänen and Rusko, 2011; Czakon and Czernek, 2016) or wine industries (Choi et al., 2009; Granata et al., 2018). The determinants and outcomes of coopetition in such a context have been shown to be specific compared to those in high-tech industries (Gnyawali and Park, 2011).
4.2.3. How can coopetition be managed to reach higher performance levels?

Although coopetition strategies can lead to higher benefits than cooperation or competition alone, these strategies are counterintuitive, filled with tensions generated by high risks of opportunism, cheating and spillovers (Tidström, 2009; Estrada et al., 2016). These tensions can transform a coopetition strategy into a win-lose or a lose-lose strategy (Fernandez et al., 2014; Tidström, 2014, 2018). Therefore, to achieve positive outcomes in coopetition, some authors argue that these tensions must be managed (Le Roy et al., 2018). Nevertheless, there is a debate in the literature regarding the type of management that should be implemented to reach higher performance levels.

Three main principles have been identified in the literature to manage coopetitive tensions: a separation principle that consists of a spatial or functional separation of cooperative and competitive activities (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Herzog, 2010; Poole and Van de Ven, 1989), a comanagement principle based on cogovernance and a duplication of key managerial positions within a project team (Le Roy and Fernandez, 2015), and an integration principle based on the idea that individuals should hold specific capabilities to be able to behave in a paradoxical context such as coopetition (Bengtsson et al., 2016; 2020). Recent contributions have underlined that these principles should be combined with specific governance mechanisms (Bouncken et al., 2016) and informal control mechanisms such as trust to efficiently manage the coopetition relationship (Czernek and Czakon, 2016; Czakon and Czernek, 2016; Raza-Ullah and Kostis, 2020). Furthermore, scholars have recently demonstrated the importance of project structures designed by competitors to achieve joint innovation projects (Fernandez et al., 2018b; Rouyre and Fernandez, 2019; Bérubé and Gauthier, 2020).
However, the question remains open of the successful management of coopetition. Several recent contributions underline that there is no unique way to manage coopetition and that many questions must be addressed. For instance, some contributions show that management principles and formal and informal mechanisms can be combined in different ways depending on the type of tension (Fernandez and Chiambaretto, 2016; Rouyre and Fernandez, 2019), such that coopetition management cannot be simplified to only one type of principle. Other contributions show that the principles and tools used to manage coopetitive relationships may differ according to the type of project or outcome (Fernandez et al., 2018b) or the size of the partnering firms (Granata et al., 2018).

Other research has investigated whether the traditional principles and tools used to manage coopetition are relevant in organizational settings that differ from the traditional dyadic approach. They show that management tools and principles differ when the number of competitors involved increases (Rouyre and Fernandez, 2019) or when coopetition occurs between business units in an intraorganizational setting (Tsai, 2002; Chiambaretto et al., 2019). From our perspective, previous research has only begun to investigate the management of coopetition. Future research should explore the specificities of the management of vertical coopetition, the management of coopetitive portfolios, the role of control mechanisms, the role of the third party, etc. We believe that the management of coopetition is a promising research avenue, and we encourage scholars to conduct further studies on this topic.

4.3. Theme #3: Key debates regarding the societal impact of coopetition

4.3.1. Is coopetition evolving to become a dominant strategy for industries and firms?

A growing debate is whether coopetition is becoming a dominant strategy for industries and firms, as coopetition strategies are increasingly adopted in various industries. Past research shows that coopetition is extensively used in various industrial settings such as space
At the industry level, we need to ask whether cooeration is becoming a dominant strategy and, if so, how to explain such an evolution. Are cooeration strategies a mandatory phase in the industry lifecycle? Do they represent a transitional phase? Are cooeration strategies more likely to appear in early or mature stages of industry lifecycles? When are cooeration strategies more likely to appear at the industry level—after an intense phase of competition or of cooperation? Is the advantage provided by cooeration longlasting or only temporary (D’Aveni et al., 2010)? In addition, the growing presence of cooeration strategies forces us to investigate their industry-level consequences. Do cooeration strategies strengthen competition or cooperation between firms? What are the consequences of cooeration strategies on the structure of the industry? Do they create more barriers to entry and limit the emergence of future competitors? Do they lead to more concentration, to a more oligopolistic industry structure? Alternatively, can cooeration strategies lead to a more atomistic industry structure? Future research could address these issues to provide original knowledge, theories and frameworks of cooeration and industry dynamics.

At the firm level, the role of cooeration in companies’ lifecycles can be questioned. In a company’s history, are cooeration strategies one-time decisions made to address time-sensitive issues or repeated choices that address different issues over time? In this regard,
several contributions have underlined that alliance strategies differ along the phases of a firm’s lifecycle (Rindova et al., 2012; Chiambaretto and Wassmer, 2019). The same question could be raised about coopetition: are coopetition strategies more likely to be observed in some phases of a firm’s lifecycle? We can also question the timing of the introduction of coopetition strategies at the firm level. Are these strategies more likely to occur after an intense competitive or an intense cooperative phase? In addition, it seems essential to question the consequences of coopetition. Is coopetition a long-term strategy or a short-term transitory decision (Vasudeva et al., 2020)? How could coopetition strategies be used as for companies to gain knowledge of each other and assess the potential for future mergers or acquisitions? The temporality and dynamics of coopetition represent fascinating research avenues that could not only provide original knowledge to the strategic management literature but also recommendations for managers.

4.3.2. Should students and executives be trained for coopetition? If so, how?

A final challenge for coopetition scholars is to discuss whether students and executives should be trained for coopetition and, if so, to find the best way to train them. If coopetition is considered to be(come) a dominant strategy, then educating students and managers to engage in coopetition becomes essential. However, even if we admit that coopetition must be taught, we must investigate whether it can. For instance, to manage coopetition, specific managerial capabilities and mindsets are required (Bengtsson et al., 2016; Dorn and Albers, 2018; Raza-Ullah et al., 2018). Are these capabilities innate or acquired? Are individuals naturally able to manage coopetition strategies or is this a skill they learn over time?

In the absence of a consensus, we must investigate these two options. A first perspective might consider these capabilities and mindsets innate. If so, how do we detect them among individuals, especially during recruitment processes? What kind of recruitment
tools (e.g., interviews, simulation exercises, case studies, etc.) should be used to reveal these coopetition capabilities and mindsets? In addition, is it possible to identify the profiles of individuals who are more likely to have developed these capabilities and mindsets? Finally, do some national cultures facilitate the individual integration of the coopetition paradox?

Another perspective might consider coopetition capabilities and mindsets as acquired skills. The question then becomes how to develop these skills. Can these capabilities and mindsets be developed through education, social ties, and professional experience? This is a major issue for academics as researchers and lecturers. As professors, how should we teach coopetition? How can we foster the development of coopetition capabilities and mindsets among our students? Future research could investigate how the growing importance of coopetition may impact our educational activities.

Figure 1 summarizes the three assumptions that define the hard core of coopetition as a research program and the 8 key debates we identified that form the protective belt.

**Figure 1.** The hard core and protective belt of coopetition as a research program
5. Conclusion

Because of the growing interest in and increasing perspectives about coopetition, this article aimed to build on previous contributions about coopetition to define its boundaries. Using a Lakatosian approach, we identified three assumptions that characterize the hard core of coopetition. We argue that coopetition requires (1) simultaneous cooperation and competition between firms. We also claim that coopetition entails (2) intense competition in critical markets between partnering firms and (3) intense cooperation in critical markets or activities between competing firms. In addition, we discussed eight major debates that structure the protective belt of the research program on coopetition for which no consensus has yet been reached.

For researchers, defining coopetition theoretically and identifying these rich debates is an essential step at a moment in which an ever-increasing number of strategic management scholars use the word coopetition to characterize interorganizational relationships. Without this structuring work, the uncontrolled and anarchic use of the word coopetition would transform it into a zombie concept because scholars would not be able to have discussions or
interact with one another since they would not share a conceptual understanding. This unrestrained use of the word coopetition may paradoxically prevent the development of science (understood as the accumulation of knowledge) because scientific publications cannot build upon one another, as their understanding of coopetition may differ. Defining coopetition theoretically seems even more important, as coopetition has begun to expand beyond the strategic management field, into disciplines such as marketing management (Gurau et al., 2018), IT management (Wiener and Saunders, 2014), human resource management (Van de Broek et al., 2018) or management control (Grafton and Mundy, 2017). In this process, the definition gains distance from its traditional roots. Coopetition is now used in economics (Rey and Tirole, 2013), politics or geopolitics (Sack, 2011; Teece, 2020), psychology (Landkammer and Sassenberg, 2016), biology (Khoury et al., 2014) and even atomic physics (Fan et al., 2017). These recent extensions of coopetition demonstrate its explicative power for describing and theorizing various phenomena, not only in the business context. Nevertheless, they raise new questions about the definition of the concept of coopetition and its theorization. Should and could we have a universal definition of the concept and a universal theory of coopetition regardless of the scientific discipline?

While a theoretical contribution, this article also has important managerial implications. Whether the result of a fashion effect or a type of isomorphism (Abrahamson, 1991; DiMaggio and Powell, 1983), an increasing number of managers and firms state that they rely on coopetition strategies. Some of these firms do, but others do not. Confusing competition and conflict, some managers and firms use the term coopetition to talk about relationships with actors who are not competitors. On the other hand, while cooperating with competitors, some firms or managers refuse to use the term coopetition, disguising to themselves the duality of the relationship and focusing only on the cooperative side of the relationship. By clearly defining what coopetition is and what it is not, this research can help
managers clearly understand whether a given relationship is a case of coopetition. This categorization is important for them to apprehend the specific benefits and risks associated with coopetitive relationships. Beyond understanding the benefits and risks, being able to categorize a relationship as coopetitive or not allows managers to implement the best tools and practices to obtain the most value from the relationship.

In summary, defining whether a relationship is coopetitive is an important question not only for researchers but also for practitioners to ensure they use the best tools to make their coopetition strategy a win-win.
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